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Progressing Net Zero and Retrofit

• Something like 85% of the houses that will be inhabited in 2045 are 
here with us now. No escape the major  net zero challenge of 
retrofitting the existing housing stock

• Turning the burden of such immense change into a positive through 
greening and restructuring the economy – see the Grant Thornton 
report for the Glasgow City Region

• The problems with our urban traditional sandstone tenements

• This presentation is concerned with a demonstration project about a 
high level deep retrofit to a Glasgow 1890s tenement, what we are 
learning from it, and begin to discuss the wider implications



The Niddrie
Road Project

• Scottish Funding Council climate 
emergency competition

• GCC and social landlords support in 
high PRS locations

• Partnership between Southside, 
John Gilbert and CCG to refurbish an 
empty block

• Winning the evaluation  supported 
the demonstration project for an 
Enerphit deep retrofit





The retrofit and the evaluation

Retrofit works

• Evaluation Funded in February 
2020 and the impact of COVID

• Work did not start till May of 2021

• Considerable external interest and 
leading role at COP26

• Video widely watched form 
October onwards

• Handover to tenants in the next 
few weeks

Evaluation

• Real-time decision making 
recording and analysis

• Building performance

• Cost benefit analysis

• Pre and Post occupancy

• Synthesis and dissemination



Lessons so far

• Partnership matters but so does 
perseverence

• Niddrie road is easy!

• Early adaptors set precedents

• Decanting and phasing or doing 
to scale

• Applies to multis too

• Need to tackle deep-seated 
issues abut the tenement



Initial Cost Benefit Analysis

• BCR and £NPV (real) comparison 
over 30 years comparing 
EnerPHit, basic refurb and 
demolish/new build

• Which costs and benefits

• Low central and high scenarios

• Sensitivity analysis

• Key draft findings

• Implications & Further research



Final Thoughts

• Macro public finances and policy design effectiveness

• Industrial organisation , labour skills and supply chains, and the 
demand challenges  of a new retrofit sector

• Micro behavioural incentives on the demand-side

• Fabric first and renewables

• Lessons to come from the occupancy surveys and building 
performance

• Measuring progress to retrofit targets needs agreement on what is to 
be measured

• What works in retrofit and CaCHE2?


